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CONSTRUCT SUPPORT SUITE  
 
Table 1. Set of possible values for test results.  
(RESULT) CODE (RESULT) VALUE DESCRIPTION 
M+I Model implemented OK, with 

integrity 
Construct supported. Reciprocal 
constructs are inserted.  

M Model implemented OK, 
integrity is not applicable 

Construct supported. No 
reciprocity requirements apply.  

M-I Model implemented, but no 
integrity is added 

Construct supported. Reciprocal 
constructs should be inserted by 
the tool, but they are not. 

PM Problem for implementing the 
model 

Construct supported, but it is 
not implemented in a correct 
manner 

NM No support for implementing 
the model 

Construct not supported by the 
tool 

 
 
Table 2. Tests for basic constructs.  

Test ISO 2788 ISO 25964 Possible results 
1 Create a 

Thesaurus 
Create a 
Thesaurus 

M: Thesaurus supported 
NM: No support for thesaurus 
construct 

2 Create a Domain Create a concept 
group 

M+I: Domain/Concept group 
supported. The tool checks that it has 
been placed at the correct level in the 
thesaurus structure (on top of 
concepts).  
M-I: Domain/Concept group 
supported. No checks of its position 
in thesaurus structure. 
NM: No support for domains/concept 
groups. 
 

3 Create a 
Preferred Term 

3.1 Create a 
Concept 

M: Preferred Term/Concept 
supported.  
NM: Preferred Term/Concepts are 
not supported. 

  3.2 Associate a 
PreferredTerm to 
the concept 

M: An additional PreferredTerm can 
be linked to a concept.  
NM: The tool does not support the 
addition of more than one Preferred 
Term for each concept, even if the 
language differs. 



 Create a Non-
Preferred Term 

Associate a Non-
Preferred Term to 
a concept 

M: An additional NonPreferredTerm 
can be linked to a concept. 
NM: The tool does not support the 
addition of NonPreferredTerm to a 
concept.  

5 Create a Note Create a Note M: Notes can be added to thesaurus 
constructs. 
NM: Notes are not supported. 

6  Create an Array M: Arrays can be created by grouping 
concepts. 
NM: Arrays are not supported. 

7  Create a Term M: Terms are supported. A type of 
construct is available for Terms. 
NM: There is no construct type for 
Terms. 

 
 
Table 3. Tests for adding relationships between constructs. 

Test ISO 2788 ISO 25964 Possible results 
8 Create a 

‘subdomain’ 
(inclusion 
between 
domains) 
relationship 

Create a 
hasSuperGroup/h
asSubGroup 
relationship 

M+I: It is possible to have several 
levels of Domains (to relate two 
Domains with a relationship). The 
tool inserts the reciprocal 
relationship.  
M-I: It is possible to relate two 
Domains with a relationship. The tool 
does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship. 
PM:  
NM: It is not possible to have several 
levels of Domains. 

9 Insert a Preferred 
Term in a 
Domain 

Insert a Concept 
in a group of 
concepts  

M+I: It is possible to insert a 
PreferredTerm/Concept in a 
Domain/Group of Concepts 
(isMemberOfGroup/hasAsMember 
property). The tool does not insert the 
reciprocal relationship. 
M-I: It is possible to insert a 
PreferredTerm/Concept in a 
Domain/Group of Concepts. The tool 
does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship. 
NM: It is not possible to insert 
PreferredTerm/Concept in a 
Domain/Group of Concepts. 

10 Create a BT 
relationship 
between two 
Preferred Terms 
that are not 
previously related 

Create a BT 
relationship 
between two 
Concepts that are 
not previously 
related:  

M+I: It is possible to create a BT 
relationship --of the chosen type, a), 
b), c), d)-- between two concepts. The 
tool inserts the reciprocal relationship 
(NT). 
M-I: It is possible to create a BT 



a) without type 
b) type = ‘kind 

of’ 
c) type = ‘part 

of’ 
d) type = 

‘instance of’ 

relationship between two concepts. 
The tool does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship. 
NM: It is not possible to create a BT 
relationship between two concepts. 

11 Create an NT 
relationship 
between two 
Preferred Terms 
that are not 
previously related 

Create an NT 
relationship 
between two 
Concepts that are 
not previously 
related:  
a) without type 
b) type = ‘kind 

of’ 
c) type = ‘part 

of’ 
d) type = 

‘instance of’ 

M+I: It is possible to create an NT 
relationship --of the chosen type, a), 
b), c), d)-- between two concepts. The 
tool inserts the reciprocal relationship 
(BT). 
M-I: It is possible to create a BT 
relationship between two concepts. 
The tool does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship. 
NM: It is not possible to create an NT 
relationship between two concepts. 

12 Create two NT 
relationships 
between a certain 
Preferred Term 
and two different 
ancestors 
(polyhierarchy) 

Create two NT 
relationships 
between a certain 
Concept and two 
different 
ancestors 

M+I: It is possible to create an NT 
relationship between a concept A and 
a second one, B (A NT B), even if A 
was already linked to another concept 
C by an NT relationship (A NT C). 
The tool inserts the reciprocal 
relationship (B BT A). 
M-I: It is possible to create an NT 
relationship between a concept A and 
a second one, B (A NT B), even if A 
was already linked to another concept 
C by an NT relationship (A NT C). 
The tool does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship (BT). 
PM: It is possible to create an NT 
relationship between a concept A and 
a second one, B (A NT B), even if A 
was already linked to another concept 
C by an NT relationship (A NT C). 
However, the structure implemented 
is not the one intended (e.g., some 
concepts are not placed at the correct 
level they should be on with respect 
to the other two) 
NM: It is not possible to create an NT 
relationship between a concept A and 
a second one, B (A NT B), even if A 
was already linked to another concept 
C by an NT relationship (A NT C). 

13 Create an RT 
relationship 
between two 

Create an RT 
relationship 
between two 

M+I: It is possible to create an RT 
relationship between two concepts (A 
RT B). The tool inserts the reciprocal 



Preferred Terms 
not previously 
related 

Concepts not 
previously related 

relationship (B RT A). 
M-I: It is possible to create an RT 
relationship between two concepts (A 
RT B). The tool does not insert the 
reciprocal relationship). 
NM: It is not possible to state that 
two concepts are related by an RT 
relationship. 

14 Create a Top 
Term 

Create a Top 
Concept 

M+I: It is possible to state that a 
Concept is a Top Concept of another 
concept (isTopConceptOf property). 
The tool inserts the reciprocal 
relationship (hasTopConcept).  
M-I: It is possible to state that a 
Concept is a Top Concept of another 
concept (isTopConceptOf property). 
The tool inserts the reciprocal 
relationship (hasTopConcept).  
NM: Top Concepts are not supported. 

15  Insert a Concept 
in an Array 

M+I: It is possible to state that a 
Concept is a member of some Array 
(isMemberOfArray property). The 
tool inserts the reciprocal relationship 
(hasMemberConcept).  
M-I: It is possible to state that a 
Concept is a member of some Array 
(isMemberOfArray property). The 
tool does not insert the reciprocal 
relationship (hasMemberConcept). 
NM: It is not possible to insert 
Concepts in Arrays. 

  


